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Another good part is that -since October- my family members opened-up to discover all
kind of new things like where the washing machine has its start button, how long it takes
for an egg to boil, toilet paper and bread don’t grow by themselves and they even
captured the concept of a vacuum cleaner :)

We did #openup a new year with full power engine. The ACI Forum 2023 is already in high
demand. Ladies’ Circle International already had 2 of the 5 Mid Term Meetings where our
representatives were present learning and exchanged ideas and experiences. The Side-
by-side saga will continue in Africa, Asia and Central Europe.
We already had 2 Zoom meetings with our individual members, members of our E-club,
and potential new members.

New Agora Club charters are on their way and we discuss already about AGMs.
The most precious treasure that we all have to pay attention to is time. This is unyielding
and irreversible and when it is gone…it is gone.
 We are building a strategy for a sustainable development of our organization and
increase the efficiency. We are happy to receive suggestions, observations from our
members, and ideas about what we can do to improve our activities, to meet our
members expectations.

Get in contact with us and with your Agora friends, make new friends in our Round Table
Family…never cease to be eager ambassadors for Agora! 

Have a wonderful 2023 ! #Openup to new beginnings and inspiring challenges!

FOCUS ON...

FOCUS 3

Dear friends,

Being president of Agora Club International is
quite cool. 
Open-up! Apply and take my place!
I don’t know how the former ACI presidents
managed to combine their duties as mother, wife
and business women with a full-time job as ACI
president, but it became clear to me these past
few months that teamwork is key.  

Mihaela



FOCUS ON...
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On 15 November 2022, the club Agora 2 Lausanne organised a
charity evening dinner at the Hotel Mirabeau in Lausanne. 
The aim of this event was to gather funds for Handisport Riviera.
This organisation, set up in 2004, provides access to sports to all
children between 5 and 16, handicaped or not, under thesupervision of specifically trained instructors, thus giving them a
chance to SHARE activities. 

Handisport Riviera depends solely on private donations to carry out its work so we were very

happy to be able to give a cheque totalling 19.000€ to its delegates.

HANDING OVER
OF THE CHEQUEDURING THEEVENING

HANDISPORT

RIVIERA 

AT WORK

NOVEMBER 2022 AGORA 2 LAUSANNE CHARITY EVENT
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FOCUS ON...

AC Tel Aviv (Israel)invited a make-up artist to thewomen's prison of Jaffa, to help givethese women some self confidence  

AC 24 Antwerpen (Belgium), a clubstill in formation, but already helpingout at the New Years reception ofone of their Service Projects! 

AC 5 Sacele (Romania) organised abenifit "a smile for Catalin",  tofinance the therapy for a boy withautism.
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FOCUS ON...

AC MaltaHelping out the Ukranian refugees againwith food donations 

AC BelgiumFood distribution for the homeless inBrussels. An organisation of the 4 Clubs 1Vision Belgium and supported by all theBelgian Clubs

AC 50 Paris (France), organising awalking rallye through Paris, for ACFrance's National Servie Project"Lames de Joie"

AC Austriahanding over a cheque for a local charityproject by AC 1 Spittal
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Finally convoy again
The „Weihnachtspäckchenkonvoi“, you could
translate it by „Christmas gift convoy“ but it is
easier to shortcut it as „WPK“, is the largest and
most successful Side by Side project of the
Round Table Family (Ladies' Circle, Agora Club
Tangent, Round Table and Club 41) and
Friends in Germany. Since the year 2000, the WPK
has been travelling to Eastern Europe for
a week every year at the beginning of December
to bring Christmas presents to children in
need, who would otherwise not receive presents
at all. It grew from just a few packages that
fit into a single truck to the highest number to
date of around 156.000 in 2021. The
responsible people for the Round Table family
and the Friends of the convoy are working
continuously throughout the year in various
organisational teams to carry out this joint
project.

FOCUS ON...

Report by Nina Köhler and Stefanie Brüder

In December it's time again: The convoy is rolling! All of the passengers not only invest

theirfree time, but of course also some own financial means, to make children happy in

the target countries of Romania, Moldova, Bulgaria and the Ukraine. The convoy motto is

"children help children", therefore children in Germany pack colorful shoebox packages

with toys, warm clothing, sweets, school supplies and hygiene articles, with the support

of their parents, grandparents, friends, schools and children daycare centers, to help the

children who are not doing so well and to make them happy. Last December Poland was

also served for the first time, specifically refugee camps on the border with Ukraine,

where many Ukrainian children are living since the start of the war.
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Finally convoy again!
After two years of a break due to the covid-19 pandemic, we were finally allowed to drive
to the target countries again ourselves to distribute packages. In 2020 and 2021, the
packages were transported to Romania, Moldova, Bulgaria and the Ukraine by regular
goods transportation with trucks, where they were distributed by our local partners
without our help.
Local service clubs such as Ladies' Circle, Agora Club, Round Table and Club 41, but also
Caritas are supporting the WPK and helping with the selection of children daycare
centers, schools, children's homes and hospitals.

Finally convoy again!
On December 2, 2022, 33 trucks, 228 passengers, 5 busses and 7 escort vehicles set out to
make 265.212 children's eyes light up with 132.606 Christmas parcels donated throughout
Germany.
For Nina it was the third convoy after 2018 and 2019 but everything was different this
time.
The WPK is divided into five sub-convoys, Romania East, Romania West, Bulgaria, Moldova
and Ukraine. Since 2020, Nina has been part of the organisation team for Romania East,
which is responsible for managing the sub-convoy for this region with its nine tours and
about 50 passengers.
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Even the departure from Hanau is very impressive and close to everyone: Many people
seem to be running around in an uncoordinated manner, sorting and distributing food,
installing radios in each vehicle, putting big stickers on the vehicles to make the convoy
recognisable to outsiders, making final preparations so that the convoy with its many
vehicles
can start in time. Experienced frequent drivers meet WPK newcomers, whose excitement
before the adventure can be seen in their faces. And everyone is waiting for the final number
of packages, because this will only be announced immediately before the convoy departs.
After that, the drivers have to sit up, start the engine and count by radio. Meanwhile, the
passengers have boarded the busses and escort vehicles and are waiting anxiously.
And then finally the convoy starts moving by honking its horns loudly. All the remaining
poeple are saying goodbye by waving, photographing and filming the departure. This gives
pure goosebumps and many shed a few tears. Depending on the region, the convoy now has
a journey of around 24 - 30 hours before it reaches its destination and the distribution of the
packages can start.

Everything was settled in countless video conferences and telephone calls, escort vehicles
and trucks were organised, tours were worked out and tour guides were "recruited", the
route from Hanau in Germany to Arad in Romania was meticulously planned with refueling
stops  and other breaks, to name just a few things necessary for the successful distribution
of all the packages. All vehicles are travelling in convoy up to Arad, after which the convoy
is divided into its individual routes. Again and again new challenges, a lot of organisation in
advance and also during the convoy, did not allow boredom to arise. Clear conclusion: The
many hours of work were worth it!
For Steffi it was the second convoy that took her to Drobeta Turnu Severin in southwestern
Romania at the beautiful Danube in 2019 and 2022. Just like Nina, she is now part of the big

team that organises the WPK. Since 2021 she has been part of a four people organisational
team that manages the collection of packages throughout Germany and answers all
questions about packing and collecting packages.
The convoy feeling is difficult to describe to outsiders. Many passengers simply call it
“convoy fever” or “convoy love”. But only those who have actively accompanied a convoy
can really understand this!
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Finally convoy again!
For both of us, the WPK has been a project of our heart's desire for many years! Long before
we have been an active part of the convoy for the first time, we already seized packages with
our children and collected parcels with our club. But we don't want to miss the individually
made experiences, adventures and impressions that we were allowed to experience during
the tour anymore! When the first children's eyes light up during the distribution of the
Chistmas parcels and the children are overjoyed about a gift - these are the convoy moments
that stay in our heads and, above all, in our hearts for a long time. For those children it is a
special Christmas present, a gesture that conveys love and hope and that they are being
thought of. We both are of the opinion that each Lady, each Tabler should have been an
active part of the convoy at least once! You come back home grounded, a bit humble and
you become more aware of the privileged situation in which we find ourselves.

Nina went to Alba Iulia in Western Romania during her first two convoy years. In 2022 she
supported the five people team Campulung. Campulung is about 100 kilometres in the
southwest of Braşov, a small former mining town. In Campulung there is a high rate of
unemployment, because for many years there has not been mining anymore.
Together with the Tablers of Club 41 Campulung, around 3500 packages were distributed,
mostly in schools, children day care centers and children's homes in small villages nearby
Campulung.
Nina particularly remembers one children's home for disabled children, her team
concidentally was there on St. Nicholas Day: 15 children of all ages would not have received
any Christmas presents without the WPK. Here often is a lack of clothing, bed linen, towels
and other basic needs. There is little to no state support, the childrens home is dependent on
donations. St. Nicholas Day is an important day in Romania and therefore everyone was
particularly grateful. In addition to the packages, Nina's team was also able to distribute
sweets in the children's shoes, like it is usual in Germany. This was one of Nina's convoy
moments!
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Finally convoy again!
During one day, the ACI President Mihaela Crăcăna supported the team Campulung in
distributing parcels. A very welcome help! She is already planning to be there again for the
upcoming convoy in 2023 and therefore she has bought herself a red jacket, so that she also
“looks good” with us. Because our red jackets are also an identifying mark of the WPK. The
Tablers from Club 41 Campulung have teamed up with other clubs in the area to buy red
jackets embroidered with "A box that brings joy" during the years of the covid-19 pandemic in
2020 and 2021, to ensure recognition of the WPK.

Steffi's team of 13 people in Drobeta
also has a close, friendly working
relationship with the
local clubs Round Table, Ladies' Circle
and Club 41. Despite the language
barrier,
friendships have developed over the
years and everyone is very happy to
meet each other
again to carry out this project
together. Without this joint side by
side within the motto “4
Clubs 1 Vision” it would not be
possible to distribute over 11.300
packages in a total of
28 individual tours in the Drobeta
region. Steffi's paths led her to remote
mountain regions
with small schools, but also to the
vast plains of Little Wallachia, where
the places seem to
be dying out and depopulated.
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Finally convoy again!
In 2023 both of us will definitely be a small part of those dedicated Ladies, Tablers and
Friends of the WPK again, who at least during the Christmas season, make the often dreary
everyday life of children in some parts of Eastern Europe a little more colorful with packages
that "our" German children packed for them.
We like to repeat ourselves: It is the project of our heart's desire!
A lot of information about the Christmas gift convoy can be found here:
https://weihnachtspaeckchenkonvoi.de
Photos and short reports of the teams Romania East Campulung 2022 and Romania West
Drobeta 2022, as well as WPK impressions from the years 2018 to 2021 can also be found
here:
https://www.agoraclubtangent.de/clubs/act-48-peine/service-1

Nina Köhler & Stefanie Brüder
Agora Club Tangent 48 Peine / Germany
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FOCUS ON...

Agora Club  is doing great, with many new clubs chartering,
and our benjamin club AC Cyprus inviting us all to their

Charter Party which could not take place due to the
pandemic. Great times ahead !
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Open up 
to our new members!
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growthAnd how about this for                   :
AC Zambia opened up inducted no less 

then 14 new members in 1 go!  

Welcome welcome dearest friends ! 
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FOCUS ON...

The newly founded ACI E-Club
is for the individual members on

all continents to get to know
each other, the ACI Board and
other interested members. It
gives everyone a chance to
exchange ideas, learn about

Agora Club etc 

What a lovely meeting it was!What a lovely meeting it was!
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FOCUS ON...

Stratford upon Avon UK 
11/05/2023 - 14/05/2023

Dearest friends, the special Agora packages are sold out, 
but of course you are most welcome to join us  

just for the FORUM on 13/05/2023
 
 

The cost for attending the FORUM  is 15€, to be payed on the spot or
 on our ACI account number (see below) 

LUNCH following the FORUM : 35GBP to be payed on the spot to the hotel
(if there is still room available)

 
Share your 
suggestions 

& ideas
Join in! 

A unique opportunity

 to be involved in the 

running of (y)our

club!   

Hi! 

Open up & meetfriends

Payment FORUM : on our NEW ACI account number : 
Name: AGORA CLUB INTERNATIONAL A.S.B.L.
IBAN : FR76 1973 3000 0101 0000 1058 004 
BIC : OPSPFR21OLK

For hotel bookings, prices for seperate events and airport & hotel shuttles : 
book directly on https://international23.41clubevents.co.uk/#Booking
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Are you the one who will 
complete the puzzle?

We're looking for a vice president, a secretary 
and a social media manager

Interested? Questions? More info?
Contact any of us at the ACI Board.

We'll be happy to help!

FOCUS ON...

teamwork 
across 
borders

once  in 
a lifetime

making 
friends 
for life

enriching

learning 
new  skills

creative

making a 
difference

YOLO

building
bridges

personal 
growth

let's do this

new 
challenge
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FOCUS ON...

The "Quatalagor" family of Morocco (Agora Club, Ladies'Circle, RoundTable and 41 Club) had a strong andvaluable cooperation for many years.With the recent Charter of a TangentClub in Morocco, the 4 Clubs  decidedto invite the Tangent ladies to theirfamily under the motto "All together"

FOCUS 21

Yearly dinner of the Presidentsin The Netherlands : ACPresident Carina de Bruyne,together with the NationalPresidents of Round Table, 41Club and Ladies'Circle,exchanging experiences and
ideas



FOCUS ON...

Side by Side Agora Club andLadies'Circle Botswana, in thepresence of Sumaya Khan, ACIsecretary

FOCUS 22

Zoom meeting Round TableFamily Presidents and Vice
Presidents



27-29 of January 2023
 LCI MTM Nordic Region (Parnu - Estonia)

LCI MTM Southern European Region (Paphos - Cyprus)
 

3-5 February 2023
LCI MTM Middle European Region (Liège - Belgium)

 
17-19 February 2023

LCI MTM African Region (Stellenbosch - South Africa)
 

24-26 february 2023
LCI MTM APAC Region (Sri Lanka)

Our warmest wishes to our 
Ladies'Circle sisters worldwide 

for successful Mid Term meetings! 
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Ladies Circle International Conference 2023

in India!

 
We are so excited to have you all with us in this diverse,

multicultural land of colors and hospitality.
Get ready for a spectacular LCI Conference between 24-27th

August in Jaipur.
For more information and registration - www.lci2023india.com

Find and follow us on FB and Instagram @lci2023india
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GERMAN CHRISTMAS PARCELS CONVOY – A PERSONAL
PERSPECTIVE

Back in mid 2017 a chance conversation with Bob Parton from Old Tablers
Germany resulted in me getting an invitation to join the German Round Table
Family Christmas Parcels Convoy. The whole convoy goes to 4 countries, but
because Bob was going to Moldovia, I put my name down for Moldovia. In truth I
did not even know exactly where it was on the map and had virtually no idea
about Convoy!

Every year it is “the same procedure” as they say in Germany. It has grown from
a small group of Round Tablers, Ladies Circlers, 41 Clubbers and Tangent Agora
members over 20 years ago, to a massive operation. I have participated in 2017,
2018, 2019 and now 2022 – there was a convoy in the two Covid years but
without the normal support teams.There are two aspects to Convoy. The first is the incredible logistical operation
and the second is the emotional aspect of seeing so many smiling faces when we
deliver the parcels to the schools.

First the logistics - parcels of presents are made up by children in mainly
German (but also Dutch and Austrian) schools. The parcels can be any size
within reason and can contain any number of presents, excluding perishable or
dangerous goods. The parcels need to be labelled by the children for boys, girls
or either and also for one of 3 age groups – kindergarten, juniors or teenagers.
This is to ensure that children get presents suitable for their age and gender.
These parcels are collected by many volunteers all across Germany during
September to November each year.

Report on the Christmas Convoy
by Barry Durman 

Vic President 41 Club International
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The next stage in November is for all the parcels to be taken to a regional centre

for boxing into cartons – most cartons have 6-12 parcels. This sounds easy, but

is a very complicated task. Then they all go to a national distribution centre in

Koblenz, where all the lorries for the convoy get loaded – again a massive task.

On the last Friday in November all the pre-loaded lorries converge on the
Evonics distribution centre in Hanau, ready for departure on Saturday morning.

My journey starts at Birmingham Airport on the Friday morning, where I get a

flight to Frankfurt. Bob Parton and his wife Gisela usually pick me up and drive

to the hotel in Hanau ready for the Friday night registration and reunion party,

which is great fun, full of anticipation and a bit of trepidation. I now have so
many German friends. The next morning bags are packed and it’s off to the
Evonics centre to rendezvous with everyone else. It’s here that you realise the

huge scale of the operation, which is without doubt the biggest such project

across the Round Tabling World. Here are the amazing statistics from this year:

     132606 parcels for 132606 children!     905 pallets 
     33 huge 40 tonne lorries     8 Coaches
     228 volunteers
After speeches from various dignitaries, we leave with all horns blaring – it sends

shivers down your spine. The convoy divides into Moldovia, Romania, Bulgaria

and Ukraine with our Moldovian section of 7 lorries and 2 coaches of supporters

going first as we have furthest to go. It’s a 42 hour trip through Germany, Austria,

Hungary, Romania and Moldovia and we only stop every 2-3 hours for a comfort

break. Food is available on the coaches, but it is basic. Sleeping is difficult in a

coach with 25-30 people which keeps stopping and has to pass through various

customs.
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We get one decent stop near Brasov in Romania for a proper hot meal. Then it’s
over the zig-zags of the Carpathian mountains and on and on in the dark for
hours. After a 3-4 hour Customs control wait to get out of the EU into Moldovia,
we arrive Monday morning at our hotel in Chisinau, the capital city. On Monday
afternoon we spent hours unloading 10,000 cartons from two German lorries
into two Ukrainan lorries as they were bound for Odessa. We backed up lorries to
each other and just walked backwards and forwards between them – great fun
NOT!
Now for the nice, emotional part. On the Tuesday morning we all split up and our
group of 9 set off for the south of Moldovia – it’s a remote area near Ukraine
called Gagauzia, with the main town of Comrat. We were in a rattily old minibus
following our lorry around badly made roads being shaken to death. We spent the
next 3 days going around the kindergartens and schools in the area, sometimes
travelling 2 hours between them. Each one was different, but the basic procedure
was the same.
We would arrive and load an average of 30-40 of the large cartons into the
school and unpack them, sorting the 150-400 parcels by gender and age.
Sometimes a boy and girl in traditional dress would offer us their welcome of
bread and salt. Sometimes they had prepared some songs or a couple of dances,
which was so cute – remember most children were aged about 5-10, but some as
young as 2. I was referred to as Santa Barry because I had dressed up a bit with
my red jacket, red and white hat and natural white beard and long hair. We
always sang our version of “We wish you a Merry Christmas”.
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There was a couple of short speeches and then Nicholae, our guide and
translator would say “would you like your presents”? They would all shout
“yes”. They would all line up and receive their parcel from Santa Barry, Santa
Rolf and the team. On a few occasions we would stay while a class opened their

parcels – this was magic – the presents inside were always lovely and the
children excited and smiling. I cannot begin to tell you what a great feeling it is
to be doing this, knowing that at home these children have virtually nothing
and live in such poor conditions. Many will not receive any other presents,
even at Christmastime.!We have visited a few such homes, so we know that although the schools are
quite nice, the home situation is far from nice. You have to be there to see the
situation and feel the love!Once or twice things got out of hand with the lorry having to park up in the
street and all the townsfolk pushing and trying to get parcels for their children.

Not ideal!
All the Moldovian volunteers returned to the hotel in Chisinau on the Thursday

for a final night party, with food and drink, lots of speeches of thanks from
dignitaries and some dancing. There was also a magician this year.
Friday at 09.00 hours we set off in the 2 coaches on the 42 hour return
journey, arriving back on Sunday morning at 03.00 hours. Not particularly
comfortable, but at least we can reflect on a job well done. This year, as before,

Bob Parton gave me a bed for a few hours and a couple of lovely meals. Then
it’s onto the train back to Frankfurt Airport and home before midnight on
Sunday - 10 days away in total.I seem to have taken the Convoy drug – every year I think that this year will be
the last, but when July 1st comes around, the date the registrations start, I put

my name down for it again. The joy you can give and the satisfaction inside
yourself are so compelling.

My thanks to all my German friends for allowing me to join their incredible
adventure.

Barry Durman – 41 Club Great Britain and Ireland.
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Send your articles to ACI Secretary Sumaya Khan
Editing & lay-out : ACI Media Manager Veerle De Jonge


